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this presentation comprisesthis presentation comprises

  Short introductionShort introduction

  Some issues related to the model configuration Some issues related to the model configuration 

     → with respect to radiances assimilation     → with respect to radiances assimilation

  Setting radiance data assimilation with variational bias correctionSetting radiance data assimilation with variational bias correction



  

 Implementation of satellite radiances (in our case the IASI data)

 → important remark: After “successful” implementation, we could not see the advantage of
                     assimilating the IASI radiances with the ALADIN/Hungary (!)

 → issue 1:   model top vs  the RTTOV top

 → issue 2:  model domain and its geographical location 

                        The Hungarian model domain is mainly located over land and at mid-latitude
                    (different cloud  effects), model top (5hPa) below the RTTOV top (0.005hPa)

                        The Norwegian model domain is half over sea and half over land and 
                   high-latitude (cloud influence is different), model top (0.2hPa) is higher enough 
                   to do better job.

                        - Combination of all the above listed constraints creates questions, which we 
                          would like to study      

                          The bias estimated using “coldstart” dropped too fast (!) While in Harmonie
                     similar study showed “better convergence” to the nominal bias value within 
                     few days.

       → With Patrik, we wanted to understand the reason(s)



  

 What is coldstart? 
Is it sufficient to just start the experiment without VARBC coefficients at the beginning of the 
passive experiment?

Remember (from CY36): 
lbc_$sensor=.T./.F.    # Switch on/off bias correction for sensor
YCONFIG(sensor,channel)%NCSTART=0 # Coldstart option to set bias parameters to zero

                                                 (similar to NCS_CONFIG=0, in the previous cycles)
YCONFIG(sensor,channel)%NCSTART=1 # Bias parameters set to prescribed values for group
YCONFIG(sensor,channel)%NCSTART=2 # Coldstart option to use mode of fg departures 
YCONFIG(sensor,channel)%NPARAM=0  # Switch off correction for selected sensors and channels



  

Experiments with passive data assimilation:

COLDSTART (without predictors 5 and 6):

1– with NCSTART=2 (nothing in the namelist with respect to coldstart decision)
2– with NCSTART=0 (setting in the namelist YCONFIG(sensor,channel)%NCSTART=0)
 
WARMSTART:

1– with the predictors 5 and 6
2– without the predictors 5 and 6
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WARM-START 
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Without predictors 5 and 6



  

Check the functionality of the predictors
Node of the observations screening



  

 Cycling the bias coefficients                           Estimating daily the bias coefficients

 How to compute the bias coefficients?



  

 The impact on the analyses and forecasts:



  

 Concluding remarks:

→ Not changing the namelist when doing cold-start push the model to use the NCSTART=2 
    (using the mode of the FG departure – not working well, recognized by Tony McNally    
    (personal communication)). As consequence a very quick reduction of the bias is observed.

→ NCSTART=0 or NCSTART=1 can do the job ==> nice reduction and convergence of the bias
           to the nominal value

→ For “low-top models” avoiding the stratospheric predictors (5 and 6) may be worth (?)
    → In this case longer warming period is needed for both the cases warm- and cold-start

 → The simple experiments we have done so far showed that the channels are inter-anchoring
      each other, so the bias of IASI channels can be influenced by the Metop AMSU-A channels !

            (not shown in this presentation) 
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